Data Sheet
Closing the Door on Open Access
A Proven Methodology for Eliminating Open File Shares
What’s the Problem?
Open access to file shares is consistently identified by IT
professionals as a critical problem that is as difficult to answer as
it is important to resolve.

STEALTHbits meets the challenge. Our efficient solution, proven
at the world’s largest organizations, provides a methodical and
pragmatic approach that generates quick results addressing the
very complex problem of Open Access.
Engineered for Success
Proven

Methodology perfected over years
of implementation

Scalable

Architected to deploy efficiently at any

Targeted

Scoped for maximum efficiency

Intelligent

Able to identify and prioritize risk

Automated

Provides answers with reduced time and effort

Small Footprint

Minimal infrastructure for simple deployment

The Five Day Plan
It’s time to decide that you’re ready to eliminate open file shares. STEALTHbits will drive the process by utilizing a
proven methodology to identify open resources and will provide a remediation plan within five days, regardless of
organization size. In just a week you can have full insight into your open file shares.
STEALTHbits’ intelligent and scalable data collection architecture eliminates the need for substantial infrastructure
investment and lengthy project time commitments. You’ll eliminate your top audit challenge by identifying and closing
open shares whether it’s across 100 servers or 10,000. By iterating through tasks and scoping data scans based on
intelligence, STEALTHbits is uniquely able to drive real results and ultimately show high business value in very short
order. Contact STEALTHbits today for a live demonstration of our solution for eliminating Open Access.

Identify Threats. Secure data. Reduce risk.
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About STEALTHbits Technologies
STEALTHbits Technologies is a data security software company focused on protecting an organization’s credentials and
data. By removing inappropriate data access, enforcing security policy, and detecting advanced threats, we reduce
security risk, fulfill compliance requirements and decrease operations expense.
Identify threats. Secure data. Reduce risk.
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